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Abstract
As shownby previous experiments (ref. (I)), a slotted-wall
test section is especully suitable f0r.a water tunnel intended for the
testing of long models. The present report deals with the transition
from this type of test section to the diffuser.

The main results are: The opt5mumdiemeter of the diffuser
entry is about 1% greater than the dismeter of the nozzle (for 33%losses
in the test section, less for srtmller losses). A gap should be left
between the end of the slotted~all
and the tifuser
entry. A model in
the test section has very little
influence on the pmssure in the tiifYuser
entry.
Experiments both in sir and water are in good agreement.

Introduction
li~aprevious report', a model of a slotted-urdl test section
for a planned water tunnel was investigated with a view to developing a
long working section vath the correction properties of a free jet.
In a
conventionel open tunnel, the length of the worldng section is restr?oted
by the turkilent dissipation of the free boundary to about I-& diameters
of the jet.
In order to obtain a longer test se&ion, the jet was
enclosed 3.n a cage of longitudinsl bars. It was reasoned that the bars
would de&y the dissipatx3n of the free boundary, but the gaps between
them would permit a oompensation of pressure &.fferenoes thus presexviq
the essential feature of a free jet2.
1.

The expeliments of ref. (1) confkmed these expeatations sncl
showedthat a slottedqsll
test section can be used for models with a
length of about 3 diameters of ths jet, or possibly even longer, whilst
msintsining the ?msll corrections of a free jet2.
2.

The present report extends the experiments of (1) in whioh
a slotted-wall test seotion was investigated as en isolated element,
to the problems involved in joking the test section to the diffuser.
The experimentsweremade partly insi.r,partly
inwater,
the results
in both cases were found to be xn good agreement.

3.

Experimentsl Arrangement
Experiments inAir
The construction of the slotted-wdl
section in shavn in fig. 1,
cletsils of the transition from the test section to the diffkser are given
in f3.g.2, dotails of the slottedwdlinfig.~.
54
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The jet J issuing frcm the nozzle N (titer
5") is guided by
z'case of 16 wooden bars of rectesr
orcss-section (2" x 5/l6") and a
length of 3".
At the inner side of the cage, strips of stiff paper MBYS
glued to the bars in order to obtain an opening ratio of I& of the total
bcundsg (fIg.3).
Although the thickness ofthelcngitudinalbars
obviously has sn effeot on the losses in the slots, it is considezed that
this effect is s@all, and it was hoped that the use of relativdy
thin
paperwouldtendtc
balanoe the slightly improvodperfcrmsnce to be
expeoted frcnnthe lerspex oage - in view of its better surface finish which was to be used for experiments in water. In the last 3" of their
length, the barswere taperedto a sharp trailing edge at the downstream
end.
The upstream end of the cage was fixed to the flange Fi at
6.
the nozzle. Near its dcwnstreem end, the cage was held together and
supported by a brass ring S of IO" dismcter. Fcur of the sixteen bolts
holding the bars mre fitted mth long nuts (n in fig. 3) to support the
ring frcmthe til
of the reserwirR.
The central psrt of two of the
bars were removable to facilitate
mcuntlng a model into the test section.
The reservcirR
(122 diameter) surrounding the cage,was joined
7.
to the nozzle by the flange F& end joined to the cantraction 0 by the
flange F,. Its wall was made of l/32" presspsn sheet, it had a
telescopic extension T permitting adjustment of the distance between the
end of the cage and the &&fuser entry. The wall of the reservcti had
several small holes for introducing pitct-tubes,
etc., an opening for
introducing the model, ncnmdy covered Qy a presspsn plate with a hole
for the support of the modal, and several observatlcn windcws of
celluloid sheet. Before u"ng the t-l,
these holes and the telesoopio
extension bad to be sealedwith adhesive cellulose tape, as the static
pressure in the working section was well below the atmospherio presswhen the t-l
was running.
8.
paraffin

The contraction C between the flsnges I?, and Fs was made of
wax oast lntc the form of a slightly conical scti piece and, then
turned out to the desired shape. Seven pressure holes Pwere drilled into
the contraction piece for measuring the pressure distmbuticn of this part.
Four different ocntracticnsmth
the end cksmeters 5", 5.4", 5.6" and 6"
were tested, detsils of their design are given in fig. 2. For ccmpszison,
the contraction end the adjclning diffuser were then removed and replaced
by a strwht
cylindrical continuation of the reservoir ("no contraction"
in fig. 2).
The P diiYuser Dwas made of presspan sheet. Its original
length for the 5" contraction
(a,) was about 40". As the ccntraotzcn
was inomama in diameter in the course of the experiments, the diffuser
was oorrespcndingly shortened to fit the end of the ccntraoticn.
At the
end of the diffkser, the flcwwas discharged into the open air.
9.

IO.
The static pressure slcng the axLs of the t-l
was measured by
pushing a long static tube into the t-l
from the open &wnstresm end
of the aiffiser.
Velocity traverses were measuredwith a muall pitctstatic tube intrcduoed through holes m the wall of the tunnel. The
pressure readings were taken with a standzxd multitube msncmeter filled
\th alcohol.
Experiments in Water
A -tic
representation of the test section for water is
given at the top of fig. 9; a cross-seoticn through the slotted wdl jn
the plane of the supporting ring near its end is given in f?ig. 3b.

11.
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The test section (diameter of the %e 5”) wp mounted in the
A.R.L. i2-Inch Water Tunnelmth closed jet working section. It consisted
of two separate parts: the nozsle with the cage and the contractIon with
the difYuser. The nozzle and the oontractlon were made of paraffin wax
cast into cylinders of thin brass sheet (12" diameter) and then tuzned
out to the desired ahape. The shaps of the contra&ion was virtual&
the
sameas the contraction for the experlrnents in air (fig. 2), except for
the slightly saeller diameter of the xeservo~~ (12" instead of 12$").,
Four different end diameters of the contraction were tested (5”, 5.2”,
5.4” and 5.5”).
The cage was made of Bxspex, the slotswure arranged
horizont.alJy and vertically,
rather than radidly,
to reduce the=
interference unth optical observations of the flw inside the cage
(fig. 3).
The 7 diffuser had originally a length of about 30", in the
Cou.rsBof the experiments, it was shortened so as to fit the greater end
diameter of the contraction.

The static pressure along the sxiswasmeasuradwith
a long
13.
static tube with 9 pressure holes along its length. Two representative
velocity traverses of the jet wire taken with a pitot-static
tube. The
pressure readings were taken with a standard nnaltitube manometer filled
withmercury.

'

Experiment&l Resdts in Air
The experiments were carried out with a velooity of the
14.
jet Vo = l&o f.p.s.,
corresponding to a Reynolds number
Re = vo.DJv
= 370,000. With the exception of the last test
(section 31 below), all experxnentsWx3~ made in the position 1 of the
contraction leaving a gap of 2" q 0.4 Do between
the
end of the
Cage
and the Qnallest dismeter section of the contraction.
Static Pressure Along the Axis
The most important result of the present investigation is the
15.
dependencyof the static pressure in the contraction on its midmum
diameter D. The results are given in fig. 4 forv-ous
ratios D/Do.
Along the axis of the cage, pst is constant in sJl oases. For
@'c = 1,‘ pst drops towards the end of'the cage to a minimum of -3G?$
of the head in the narrcwest part of the contraotlon, recovers quddy end
rises continuously along the sxis of the diffuser to the outside atmospheric
pressure at its end. This sudaen1cos.l pressure drop is undesirable tia
water tunnel, where the lowest pressure should be in the working section in
order to prevent the beginning of cavitation elsewhere in ths tuMe1.
The causs of the presdrop in the narrow throat of the
16.
diffuser entry is obvious. If D equals Do, the contixuuty of the
flowrequires
equal average velocity in the nozzle sndinthe
diffiser
entry. Tim losses of energy m the working sectxon can then ody appear
in the form of a loss of pressure energy which is the observed pressure
drop is undesired, it can only
-0.32 SoQ . Ifthlspressure
2
be removed by widening the diffuser entry and so transfom
the losses
of potential (pressure) energy into losses of k-Lnetxc energy.
drop

of

Using for a rough estimation a linearised one-ckmensiond.
17.
theory, the pressure drop of 32$wculdcorrespondto
arise of the
effective velocit;y (= velocity ln the centrsl parts Of the diffuser
entry) of lG$. In order to compensate for this, the cross-section has
to be tireased by 1658,or the diameter by 8%.

-

-4-

48.
The curve D/Do q 1.08 in fig. 4 shcwsthatthiswidening
of
the diffbser entry has mfactalmost
the desiredresult,
the minimum
pressure in the contraction being now cdy -@ of the head instead
of
-32$before.
The OUFE SIXAVS a slight rise of the pressure at the end
Of the oagewhioh appears inallthe
subsequent curves andispmbably
Only hidden in the first curve D/b0 q 1 by the mch greater pressure
drop in the contraction.
The explanation for this my be that if the jet
is no longer constrained in the csge, thxs is equivalent to a widening of
its cross-section, which causes a rise of the pressure.
Another significant feature of the curve D/a, = 1.08 is that
Itisbelowthe
curve D/Do = I further dmnstreeminthe
diffuser.
This holds equally for all the subsequent curves, it means that the
efficiency of the diffuser decreases as the diameter of its entry is
increased. It is easy to understand this effect:
As D is increased,
the velocity distribution
in the diffuser entry becomespoorer (cfr. fig. 5,
Curves C), a good velocity distribution
at its entry is, however, essential
for the maintenance of the efficiency of a diffuser.
19.

20.
Increasing D to 132 Do raises the pressure in the diffkser
entry above sero, at the same time the reoovory of energy in the diffuser
continues to decrease. The follov&ng curve D/D, = 1.20 shcwsa still
higher pressure in the tiffuserentry
ocmblnedvvltha further loss of
efficiency of the diffuser.
Finally, the contraction end the diffuser were replaced by a
straight cylindrical. continuation of the wall of the reservoir,
corresponding to the limiting case D/no = 2.5 (dotted curve in fig. 4).
This causes the recovery of energy dam-&ream of the working section to
drop to about 25% of the energy reoovered in the ddfuser with the original
contraction
D/Do = 1.00.

21 .

22.
Summingup the above results, it can be said that the contraction
of the reservoir
at the difYker entry is necessary for good effkiency
of
the flifftaeer.
On the other hand, too great contraction causes a pressure
drop in the diffuser entry, thus restricting
the cavltatxon numbor which
cenbeachievedinthe
tunnel. The diffuser entry has therefore to be
greater in dismeter than the cage, but only such that the static pressure
at its mnallest dxmeter is just equal to the pressure in the working
section. If the diffuser entry is larger thsn required by this condition,
this will cause unnecessary losses in the diffuser.
In the present case,
the diffuser entry should have a diameter of about 1.10 Do.
Velocity Traverses
In order to obtain more information about the flav through the
23.
working section and the diffuser, the velocity distribution was measured
at four representative stations: near the nozzle (A), near the end of the
cage (B), at the beginning of the diffuser (C) snd at its end (D). The
results are plotted in fig. 5 for D/D, = 1.00, 1.08, 1.12 and1.20.
At A,
24.
constant insade.

the velocity

is zero outside the cage and praotically

The subsequent curves B to D are slightlyunsynrmetriodl
due to imperfection of the cage. At B, 5 Do downstream of A, the
jet in the cage has still a core of undisturbed flowwitha
diameter
between 0.5 and 0.6 Do. Cutsids the cage, the velocity decreases
rapidly sndis very maellnearthewall
of the reservoir.
The C-S
B chow but little
difference for the MliOUS
dUaS
Of
D/Do in
agreement with the results for the static pressure (fig. 4) whx+ WZLS
constant in sll cases upstream of B (x/Do = 5.3).
25.
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The ourves C show the expected dependency on Dbo. For
D/D0 = 1.00, the velocity 111the core of the flow 1s considerably
higher 6 I@)
than the velocity of the jet in the working scotion.
This is in reasohable agreementtiththe
lowpressure at C (x/Do = 7
in fig. 4), considering the rapid vsriatxon of pst in this region.
Tawardsthe mall, the velocity decreases rather zapdlyto
about 0.5 V.
nearthewall.
In the curvs D/b0 = 1.08, the core of the flow has stil.l.
a slightly Ingher velocity than the jet, the transition from the core to
the lwer velocity near the wall is spread over a wider interval.
The
velocity distribution
is therefore poorer than in the preoedkg case in
agreement with the lower efficiency of the &df&er (fig. 4). For
D/D, = 1.12, the velocity in the core is slightly less than Vo, the
transition intervd continues to becomewider creating a stil,l. poorer
velocity distribution
at the entry of the diffkser and consequently
mduclng its efficiency.
These tetinoies
continue mthe last curve
D/Do = 1.20.

The velocity distributions
at the end of the ddfuser (curves D)
27.
are, generally speaking, rather poor. The flow there was found to be
strong&y turbulent.
Considering that even in the best cam D/Do = 1,
the velocity cLstributlon at the diffuser entry is not ideal. snd that a
&ffiser
entq with an even poorer velocxty dx&x-ibution has to be US&
in order to avoid a pressure drop at its dest
section, there is possibly
little
prospect of improving the flw.
A reduction of the diffuser angle may
give someimprovement,buti~isunliJcelythatsnxhistobe
gszinedinthis
WW.
Detailed Investigation

for

D/i+,

= 1.08

and 1.12

28.
A more detailed investigation ms oarried out for the tcvo most
interestq
cases D/a, = 1.08 and 1.12 wkioh ark Like4 t0 8XIOlOSC!
the optimum of D/Do for the present case, i.e., for a slotted-wall with
about 3O$ losses in the working section. The results cover the difference
of the static pressure on the axis and on the wall (f-ig. G), the influence
of a model in the working section on pst (fig. 7) and finally the effeot
of the 0.4 D0 gap (ofr. fig. 2) between the end of the cage and the
smsllest section of the contraction (fig. 8).
The static pressure along the wall of the ditiser
1s practloally
the sane as on the axis (fig. 6). At the begmning of the contraction,
pst is somewhatgreater than on the axis. The shape of the wdl at.this
section is concave towards the -s,
which causes a local retardation of
the f1o.v. At the smallest diameter of the contraction,
pst is slightly
less on the wall than on the axis, but so little
(I-%
of the head) that
it is dki.kely to be serious.
29.

The influence of a modal in the workin& section on pst is
30.
shown in fig. 7. The test was madewith a Ranldne ovoid of length
12" = 2.4 Do and &meter
I .5" = 0.3 Do, whioh gives a fineness
ratio of I:8 and a blockage ratio in the tunnel of @. The i&luenCe
of the model was gnaller than expected from an estunation of the drag
of the model and of its support (Apst u -s
of the head). For
=
1.08,
Apst
was
only
@-I$,
for
D/Do
= 1.12, it was even (
D/Do
slightly positive
(- +'@)e Considering, hozever, that the wake oftho
model reduces the effective cross-section of the diffkser entry and that the wslce be* mainly in the central part of the cross-section - the
transition region between the core of the flow and the wsll is likely t0
ba reduoed too, it may be that this improvement of the velmiQ
dj.&-ibution near the wfi OcanpenSateS
for the losses CaUSd by the drag
of the model.

-6So far, the experiments were made in the position 1 of the
31
contractxon, leaving a gap of 2" = 0.4 & belweenthe end of the osge
and the beg5nning of the narrowest part of the contraction.
In order to
obtain information on the effect of thxs gap, on pst in the oriticsl
region, the oontractlon was moved into the position 2 (cfr. fig. 2) so
that the end of the cage coincided with the s&lest
section of the
contraction.
The results are shown in f?g. 8. In both cases
D/D, = 1.08 and 1.12, psoI is considerably lower thsn psb 5n
the oritioal psrt of the diffiser entry. This indicates that a gap
should be left between the end of the cage and the smallest section of
the diffuser entry. Within fairly tide limits, however, its length is
unlik.Qly to be orit1cd.
l

Experiments in Water
For comparison, part of the prece&ng experiments were repeated
32.
in a model slotted-wall section for water (cfr. II, II-13 above). Ths
experiments were ma& with a velocity V.
20 f.p.s.,
corresponai.ng to
a Reynolds number Vo.Do/v = 750,000.
q

The retits
are shown in Q. 9. In the oriticsl region of the
33.
diffkser entry, the c-s
of the static pressure on the axis are
practicdly
identlcsl mith the results obtained in sir. Further downstream
' inthe cWfbser,the
curves donothoweverohangetheirorder
asinfig.
4.
The experimental arrangement did not pennit pst to be measured along
the
whole axis of the mser
in order to obtain reliable 5nformation on this
From the noise emanating from the region at the end of the model
point.
diffuser, it appeared, as msy be expected, that flcna conditions at this
seotlon were definitely poor and that cavitation was probably taking place.
It is unlikely under those conditions that reliable values of the presslre
recovery in the diffuser xmuld be obtained.
The two velocity traverses A and B show the stabilising effect
344.
of the slotted wall on the boundary of the jet. At B, 3.1 Do downstream
of the nozzle, the jet has still a completely undisturbed core of
up to a diameter of 0.92 Do, the velocity is greater than
0.73 Do;
The
curve B gives the velocity distribution
of a free jet at
0.8 vo.
3.0 Do distance from the nozzle for ccmpsrison (cfr. ref. (I); Fig. 3a).
Conclusions
355.

In a water tunnel with a slotted.-wdlworkixg
section, the
problem of joining the test section to the difYuser is, shortly, to
combine the requirement cfavoiting
a pressure drop mths diffkser
entry with an acceptable efficiency of the difYuser. The pressure
drop can be avoided. by making the diffuser entry Larger thsn the
nozzle, but this will reduce the eff'ioiency of the diffuser.
The
diffkser entry should, therefore, be of such a s&e that the static
pressure in its smallest dismeter is just equal to the static
pressure in the test section.

36.

The optimumdiemeter ofthe diffuser entry dependsmain& on
the losses in the working seation, for 3L$losses,
D should be
about lC$ greater than Do. Considering tho rather poor velocity
distribution
near the well of the diffuser entry, the sham of the
contraction is unlikely to be cx%tioal, although it should of
course be a smooth curve. A long length of oontr%tion is not
necessary, about 14 Do is sufficient.
It IS advisable to leave a
gap of about &Do between the end of the slotted w6i.l and the
uest
&ismeter of the contra&ion.
The influence of a md.d
(up to lO$blockage ratio) on pst in the diffuser entry is very
i?Wll.
37./
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Ps.rallel experllnents in air and water are in good agreement,
confining that the results from the cxperxments in air can be used
as a basis for the design of a slotted-wall test se&Ion for B
water tunnel.
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